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Unsheltered face unhealthy air quality
By Vicente Vera
STAFF WRITER

The Student Homeless
Alliance at San Jose State
University had planned for its
13th annual “Poverty Under
the Stars” event to take place
on Nov. 15 at the Smith and
Carlos lawn.
Organizers lined up a
press conference for the early
afternoon, and come sundown,
participants planned to bring
out tents and sleeping bags to
forge a symbolic encampment
around the sculpture and
show their solidarity with
homeless students.
However, the event
was postponed because of
SJSU’s campus closure on
Nov. 14 and 15, as a result
of air pollution brought
on by the Camp Fire in
Northern California.
“When classes were
canceled, all the events and
activities on campus were also
canceled, so we were forced to

either scrap or postpone,” said
the president of the Student
Homeless Alliance, Mayra
Bernabe.
Though the “Poverty
Under the Stars” event was
rescheduled for Dec. 6, reallife poverty under the stars
became a hazardous reality for
more than 3,000 unsheltered
people in San Jose who had
to deal with the unsafe air
conditions, according to the
San Jose Housing Instability
Research Department.
“Whether our event
occurred or not, we must
keep in mind that homeless
people were still sleeping
outside and being exposed to
the deteriorating air quality,”
Bernabe said.
While most people were
able to escape the pollution
and monitor the situation
from the sanctity of their
homes, those without shelter
were vulnerable to the
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St. James Park resident who goes by the name of “Johnny G.” demonstrates what he uses to filter
unhealthy air particles.

19 year old
initiates startup
application
SJSU senior leads a team of Spartans
in developing a parking solution app
By Huan Xun Chan
STAFF WRITER
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Arizona State University fellow Milos Popovic speaks to students at Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Library during
the “Dictators Cry Too: War and Public Support for Authoritarian Leaders” lecture on Monday.

Arizona State professor
speaks on dictators
By Myla La Bine
STAFF WRITER

Arizona State University fellow
Milos Popovic spoke to political
science students about how war
affects authoritarian leaders at the
Martin Luther King, Jr. Library
on Monday.
The lecture, titled “Dictators
Cry Too: War and Public Support
for
Authoritarian
Leaders,”
focused on Slobodan Milošević,
a former president of Serbia,
and bombings that happened
during his regime.

He explained Serbia was once
part of the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia, along with Montenegro
and Kosovo.
Popovic spoke about NATO
bombings during the late ’90s
and early 2000s, which personally
affected him.
“I was 12 years old when the
bombings started and I was really
scared . . . I couldn’t believe that
my country had been bombed,”
Popovic said.
Popovic’s life was drastically
impacted by the bombings, and
as a result he studied the reasons
for military interventions and

its consequences. Popovic stated he never ventured into any
other areas of study because of
this sole reason.
During
his
presentation,
Popovic addressed the bombings and gave a brief history
on Milošević.
Milošević was the president of
Serbia during the bombings.
He restored 5 percent of the
country’s economy afterwards, but
rising repression lead to his downfall.
Popovic stated Milošević was
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Young
entrepreneur
Steve Suarez is the founder
of the parking app SpotMe
Solutions who currently leads
a team of 21 students.
“I am a senior, but I am
only 19. That’s something I
really am proud of saying,”
business management senior
Suarez said.
He realized there was
a parking problem in
downtown San Jose when he
first transferred to San Jose
State University in fall 2017.
“It took me less than three
weeks to figure out professors
are coming late, sometimes
they are even canceling
classes because they can’t
find parking. My own peers
are coming late for quizzes,
midterms, and finals,” Suarez
said.
Back in his hometown
Salinas, the traffic flow is far
less busy compared to San
Jose, Suarez said.
“I thought of something
my dad always told me, there
are two types of people when
there is a problem, those who
complain about it and those
who always do something
about it,” Suarez said, “I am
a go-getter, so I am going
to do something about this
parking problem.”
SpotMe Solution is an
app that helps commuters
plan ahead by indicating
the nearest available parking
spots to the user’s destination.

SUAREZ
Currently, it is still a
developing project.
After
sharing
his
innovative idea with his
professor, Suarez’s professor
suggested he visit the IDEAS
lab. IDEAS is a student-led
startup accelerator at SJSU,
providing students resources
and programs to help them
grow their business and
become leaders.
Suarez joined regular
meetings and ZinnStarter
program organized by IDEAS
and pitched his idea to other
members in the lab.
“I have never led anything
other than a group project,”
Suarez said.
Suarez said he has seen
his leadership skills develop
during his time at the lab.
“People were coming
to me and asking ‘What is
the objective’, ‘What should
we do’, ‘What are the next
steps,’ ” Suarez said. “It
was hard at first. I was so
disorganized.”
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I’ve been breathing
this air for the past
55 years and I ain’t
never felt the need
to wear no mask . . .
Why should I look for
one now?
Johnny G.
St. James Park resident

VICENTE VERA | SPARTAN DAILY

Johnny G. wears a mask that he says a local church provided to him and other St. James Park residents on Nov. 19.

HOMELESS
Continued from page 1
particles in the air.
St. James Park is home to a high
concentration of unsheltered
residents, many of whom were
without air filtration masks on
Nov. 19. That was the 11th day
in a row in which the particles in
the air were deemed “unhealthy”
by the Environmental Protection
Agency’s standards.
A resident at the park who
goes by “Johnny G” said he was
not aware of how potentially

LECTURE
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known for rigging elections because he wanted
to give himself a clear
victory, even if he was
the front runner.
Popovic’s polling work
was because previous election results did not accurately represent the people.
In order to find out realistic information from citizens regarding their opinions on the state of their
country and Milošević,
Popovic created a poll.
He asked two questions,
whether citizens believed

LEADER
Continued from page 1
He said he realized
being good at speaking
does not mean that he is
good at leading.
Throughout the whole
process of working on
the project, he found
himself improving the
most in being able to
understand people from
different backgrounds.
“When I first started,

hazardous the air was, but added
he would not have worn an air
filtration mask no matter the
health risk.
“I’ve been breathing this air
for the past 55 years and I ain’t
never felt the need to wear no
mask,” he said. “Why should I
look for one now?”
Johnny then pulled up the
collar of his coat and zipped it
up over his nose and mouth.
He tugged on his collar once
more and proclaimed, “This is
my mask right here.”
Clothing does not protect
against toxic air particles. The U.S.
Food and Drug Administration

Milošević’s regime to
be competent and who
they would’ve voted for
in the election.
Milosevic eventually
lost during the first round
of an early election in
2000 because of a rise in
opposition, said Popovic
at the lecture.
His
results
stated
that Milošević needed
4 percent more of votes to
win a runoff election.
“Both Popovic and
my professor [Danijela
Dudley] lived in Serbia
when all of this was happening,” political science
sophomore
Abraham
Vicente said.

I hated being in software
meetings, I hated being
in hardware meetings,”
Suarez said.
However, Suarez knew
that if he wanted to speak
for his company, he had
to know every single
detail and be up-to-date.
Suarez’s team member
James
Zhao
joined
the team four months
ago. Suarez was in a
dire need to create a
professional
software
development team.
“Despite the fact that

recommend the standard air
filtration mask, designed to filter
out at least 95 percent of dust and
mold in the air.
Some churches and nonprofits
in downtown San Jose recognized
that
many
unsheltered
people in the area were not
actively searching for these air
filtration masks.
Community organizers at the
Cathedral Basilica of St. Joseph
prioritized the distribution of
N95 masks at their sixth annual
health fair on Nov. 16.
“Our health fair is usually
to help unsheltered and other
vulnerable people prepare

themselves for the winter season,”
said Sharon Miller, the director of
social ministry at the cathedral.
“We realized that the smoke
could also pose a health risk, so
we added breathing masks to our
arsenal of resources.”
More than 40 volunteers from
outreach services like Gardner
Health Care for the Homeless
and the Low-Income Self-Help
Center participated in the event.
The staff at LifeMoves, a
nonprofit organization that
provides interim housing
for homeless families and
individuals,
ordered
air
filtration masks for all clients

I was 12 years old when the bombings
started and I was really scared . . . I
couldn’t believe that my country had
been bombed.
Milos Popovic
Arizona State Unversity fellow

Vicente felt they knew
more about the subject
because they were living
through it.
Political science senior
Azadeh Mohajer shared
that Popovic’s lecture

helped reinforce her
understanding of material on intergovernmental organizations, such as
NATO and how it influences governments.
Mohajer
believes

I thought of something my dad always
told me, there are two types of people
when there is a problem, those who
complain about it and those who always
do something about it.
Steve Suarez
business management senior

Suarez’s specialty isn’t
computer science and
code mumbo jumbo, he
still tries all the time to

stay connected
FACEBOOK:
spartandaily

INSTAGRAM:
@spartandaily

TWITTER:
@spartandaily

YOUTUBE:
spartandailyYT

be a cooperative member
of the team,” Zhao said.
“I admire that effort and
see that as his way of

residing at their 17 housing sites
across the Bay Area, according
to chief development officer
Katherine Finnigan.
Four of its locations are in San
Jose, along with a “Safe Parking
for Families” site at the Seven
Trees Community Center in
South San Jose.
Finnigan said the polluted air
presented the organization with
a challenge it had never faced in
its 40-year history.
“We ordered and distributed
masks to ALL field personnel
and our site directors ordered
them for clients at their sites,”
she said in an email. “We are still
monitoring the air quality closely
and continue to update staff.”
Downtown San Jose resident,
Joe Baltazar, visited some friends
who reside in St. James Park and
said a local church distributed
air filtration masks in the area,
but no one showed interest in
wearing them, including himself.
“Everyone is always smoking
around the park. The air from
the fire is really no different
to me,” Baltazar said. “Smoke
is smoke, we’re all used to it
over here.”

Follow Vicente on Twitter
@VicenteSJSU

Milosevic’s work on elections is relevant to those
in the United States.
She mentioned Hillary
Clinton’s loss in the 2016
presidential election as an
example of an unfair election because Clinton won
the popular vote.
“It makes you think
about what factors into
how an election turns out,
what influences people to
go to the polls and how
people vote,” Mohajer said.
She cited voting as an
important task for citizens
to take part in to prevent
leaders like Milošević from
gaining complete control.
“If you don’t cast your

vote, you’re kind of just
agreeing to your government taking over your life,”
Mohajer said.
Popovic hopes students who attended his
lecture take away that
wars can have significant
implications on societies
long afterwards.
“In [Serbia] there’s a lot
of human rights violations,
there were a lot of civilian
casualties [from the bombings,]” Popovic said.

showing that he really
cares about this dream
he has.”
Last year, the team
was a finalist in the 2017
Silicon Valley Innovation
Challenge and this year,
a finalist in the 2018
Silicon Valley Business
Plan Competition.
Suarez
met
his
mentor Rob Frizzell, the
CEO and co-founder
of
OmniPreSense
C orporation,
in
the
Silicon
Valley
Innovation Challenge

last year.
Frizzell said his first
impression of Suarez
was his self-drive and
the ways he pulled other
students together to make
the initiative happen.
“He’s trying to solve a
real need for the students
there at SJSU. That’s key
for any entrepreneur,
s olve
a
n e e d,”
Frizzell said.

Follow Myla on Twitter
@mylalabine25

Follow Huan Xun on Twitter
@Huanxun_chan

Have a story idea?
Contact us at
spartandaily@gmail.com.
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Travel in ‘A Head Full of Dreams’
movie review
“Coldplay: A Head
Full of Dreams”
Rating:


By Nora Ramirez
STAFF WRITER

The
documentary
“Coldplay: A Head Full of
Dreams” is more than just
a look inside one of the
most iconic rock bands
of the 21st century, it’s
also a moving biography
about friendship.
The
inspiring
and
heartwarming documentary was released worldwide in theaters on Nov.
14 and premiered on Amazon Prime on the 16th.
The
documentary
was produced by Mat
Whitecross, an English
director and editor who
is also one of the band’s
long-term collaborators.
Whitecross was there
during Coldplay’s early
stages, from the members’
college
years,
their first gig and when
the group signed with
Parlophone Records.
The almost two-hour
long documentary uses
home video footage to
narrate the journey of
four college students who
wanted to form a band.
Chris Martin, Jonny
Buckland, Guy Berryman and Will Champion
met at University College

Directed by:
Mat Whitecross
Starring:
Coldplay
Genre:
Documentary

London in 1996.
Whitecross has known
the members since then
and has spent his time
filming them, making the
footage priceless.
At the beginning of the
movie, the audience sees
four guys playing music in
their college dorm along
with a couple of floormates. In 1997, we see a
nerdy band borrowing a
set of drums and performing concerts for 20 people.
A
year
later,
a
starry-eyed Martin looks
into the camera and proclaims that “The Coldplay”
will be one of world’s biggest acts in four years’ time,
a claim that became a fact
when the band headlined
Glastonbury Festival in
2002.
Whitecross has the raw
footage to prove it.
Their most recent album, “A Head Full of
Dreams” has allowed
them to share messages of inclusion, positivity, love and humanity –
characteristics that say a
lot about the band.
Their ambition and
desire to play music led
Coldplay to become one
of the most popular rock
bands in the world, with

PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

“Coldplay: A Head Full of Dreams” tells the story of how Coldplay became one of the world’s biggest bands.

their “A Head Full of
Dreams” tour being the
third-highest
grossing
concert tour in history.
However, their modesty
has stood out throughout the years and the fact
that they have allowed
Whitecross to be there,
even after becoming so
famous, proves that they
have not let their fame get
to their heads.
This is a distinguishing
fact that makes me respect
the band more.
“Coldplay: A Head Full
of Dreams” shows Martin

The sun sets on
this cool album
By Claire Hultin
STAFF WRITER

Previously announced
through
Twitter
in
October, Jaden Smith finally released his highly
anticipated album “The
Sunset Tapes: A Cool Tape
Story.”
The album released exactly a year after his debut album “SYRE.” The
11-track album is unlike
“SYRE,” which features
artists A$AP Rocky and
Raury, as it is all Smith.
Tw e nt y - y e a r- o l d
Smith, son of actor Will
Smith and Jada Pinkett
Smith, has grown up in
the spotlight, starring in
“The Pursuit of Happyness” with his father in
2006 when he was just
8 years old.
Jaden is now creating
a name for himself in the
music industry, touring
with popular artists like
J. Cole and EarthGang,
performing at Tyler, The
Creator’s Camp Flog Gnaw
Music Festival and coming out with this second
studio album.
The album begins with
“SOHO,” a song about a
relationship with a “supermodel bae” gone wrong.
The song, while catchy,
is full of confusing lyrics, making the song hard
to follow.
Smith sings, “This mic
froze over ’cause he know
I’m Frozone / Everything
I wear on the air, it’s the
wardrobe,” completely diverting from the subject

album review
“The Sunset Tapes:
A Cool Tape Story”
Rating:


of the song.
“SOHO” is not the only
song on the tapes that fell
flat in my eyes. “Play This
On A Mountain At Sunset” is a failed attempt of a
romantic song.
The track combines
a sweet piano accompaniment with Smith’s
overly auto-tuned vocals
and distracting background noises.
However, aside from
those two songs, the rest
of the album shows more
vulnerability from Smith.
Both “Plastic” and “Better Things” are fast-paced,
short tracks that showcase the speed of Smith’s
rapping skills.
“FALLEN Part 2” and
“SYRE In Abbey Road”
both reference Smith’s
previous album and display his vulnerability and
intimacy, similar to how
“Rollin Around” does.
My two personal favorite songs from the album
are “Yeah Yeah” and “A
Calabasas Freestyle.”
“Yeah Yeah” channels
rap artist Drake with its
smooth beats and soft
vocals. The song lightens up the album with its
sweet, romantic tone and

Artist:
Jaden Smith
Release Date:
Nov. 17, 2018
Genre:
Hip-hop/Rap

serenading lyrics.
“Tonight, tonight you’re
my everything / And I will
put that on everything /
Your eyes, your hips, your
everything / Could probably get me to do anything.”
“A Calabasas Freestyle”
illustrates the ridiculousness of the lifestyle of a
young genius raised by celebrities and hangs around
the famous Kardashian
clan, a clear reference
to himself.
His confusing, yet genius lyrics discuss the social issues of growing up
in the spotlight.
While the album was
confusing and hard to
follow at times, Smith
released a statement on
Instagram clarifying his
inspiration for the album;
the women in his life.
Though
personally
some of the songs are
lacking and the album’s
direction is not as clear as
I would have liked it to be,
Smith shows incredible
potential as a young artist
through the smooth beats
of the album and his clear
musical talent.
Follow Claire on Twitter
@ClaireHult

explaining that the band
has always been a family and that music comes
second after each of the
members in the band.
He understands that
friendship is important to
the band’s success.
This album, “A Head
Full of Dreams,” has been
a way to share everything
they have been holding in
for more than 20 years.
Led by Martin’s unshakable positivity, the
band has been able to
survive on one rule – to
not conquer anyone and

just rock.
The
happy-spirited
Martin shares his vision
of the band, reaffirming
that they can leave a mark
and make a change in
the world.
“Never give up” is a
quote Martin lives by and
one that he has surely
passed on to his friends
and successfully to their
fans. The band tries to not
be the best, but to have
fun and be passionate
about what they do.
The documentary footage of their concerts de-

pict the vibrant and magical environment of their
shows. I got goosebumps
as I watched the lights
turn on and off to the
rhythm of the songs.
Coldplay won the hearts
of millions by surviving on
the strength of believing
in themselves. The documentary is delightful, inspiring and heartening. I
soon found myself singing
along to the songs of my
favorite rock band.
Follow Nora on Twitter
@noraramirez27
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Racism fuels refugee caravan crisis
Nora Ramirez
STAFF WRITER

In the last two weeks,
Central
Americans
have received hostility
from Mexicans spreading racism and classism
in Tijuana, a passing
point between the border of Mexico and the
United States.
More than 5,000 migrants from Central
America have fled their
countries in hopes to
obtain asylum from
the U.S.
These
migrants
have been sheltered
by good samaritans
who have also been
discriminated against
by angry Mexicans,
The New York Times
explained.
Tijuana
residents
have called Central
Americans “invaders”
and “illegals.”
Those were the same
demeaning terms that
President Donald Trump
also used innumerable
times to refer to Mexican
immigrants in the U.S.,

according to CNN.
It is hypocritical of
Mexicans to protest
against the Central
American caravan when
Mexicans
themselves
have been offended
by President Trump’s
offensive messages.
According to The
Guardian, anti-caravan
protesters chanted, “Out
Hondurans, we don’t
want you here”, “Tijuana first” and “Long
live Mexico.” They also
waved Mexican flags
and signs reading “No
to the invasion” and “No
more migrants.”
As a Mexican, the
only thing these protests have brought me
is shame.
Seeing and hearing
the news about Mexicans trying to push Central Americans out of
Mexico embarrasses me.
I am not proud of
their actions, nor of
their hateful attacks.
However, it is not a

surprise that racism
and classism still exists
in Mexico.
Shamefully,
some
Mexicans discriminate
and
underestimate
indigenous
people
because of their looks,
language and attire.
According to Mexico News Daily, 20 percent of Mexicans are
uncomfortable
with
the color of their skin.
Twenty-five percent say

ferent race or culture.
Many Mexicans admit to having racist and
classist beliefs, however,
they don’t do anything
to stop it.
When I was in elementary school and
lived in Mexico, I had
a classmate who was of
African descent. Her
skin tone was shades
darker than most of
my classmates. I clearly remember the first

This superior attitude has
led Mexicans to discriminate
against Central Americans, who
are part of a lower class and of
indigenous descent.

they have been discriminated against because
of their appearance.
Fifty-five
percent
recognized that there
is discrimination based
on skin color and
23 percent admit they
would not want to live
with a person of a dif-

time we saw her, we
were impressed.
It’s unbelievable when
I think about how most
of my classmates, who
came from wealthy
families, treated her
impolitely and belittled
her. However, when
the class found out her

family was wealthy, her
treatment was different,
though not the best.
According to the
website Encyclopedia,
when Mexico was under the Spanish rule,
a monarchy regulated
the Spanish Western
Hemisphere based on
racial
classifications,
also known as “The Encomienda.” Those born
in Spain, known as peninsulares, were No. 1
and their children born
in the “New World,”
known as the Criollos,
were No. 2.
Those who were
half-Spanish
and
half-Indian,
known
as the Mestizo, were
No. 3 and those who
were half-black and
half-Indian, known as
the Zamba, were No.
4. Those who were
100 percent Indian
were last. This racial
classification allowed
the first and second
ranks to own land
and govern.
This superior attitude has led Mexicans to discriminate
against Central Americans, who are part of
a lower class and of
indigenous descent.
According to The

New York Times, on
Sunday, the hateful
attacks from Mexicans
caused
immigrants
to
move
toward
the frontier to ask
for help.
This was a factor that pushed U.S.
Border Patrol agents
to use gas bombs
against them.
“American authorities
shut down the nation’s
busiest border crossing
at San Ysidro for several hours,” The New
York Times explained.
“Central
American
migrants camped out
for more than a week
at a sports complex in
Tijuana, returned to
their makeshift shelter
to line up for food
and
recuperate
from an unsettling
afternoon.”
Though the group of
protesters is certainly smaller than those
who favor Central
Americans, the riot has
showed the racist and
classist views of the
Mexican country.

Follow Nora on Twitter
@ noraramirez27

Seasonal affective disorder disrupts well-being
Hugo Vera
STAFF WRITER

For many, winter is a time
synonymous with holiday
joy, delicious meals and fun
activities in the snow where
climate permits.
For others such as myself,
winter is the most dreaded
time of the year because
of the ignored threat that
comes with it.
I always found the
shorter days and longer,
colder nights depressing but it wasn’t until I
watched a particular episode of “The Office” that I
was able to put a name to
this menace.
In the episode, the
ever-unpopular
Toby
Flenderson confides to
coworkers Andy Bernard
and Dwight Schrute that
he’s suffering from seasonal affective disorder
as the long, snowy nights
in Scranton are getting
to him.
The entire time Flenderson speaks, Bernard and
Schrute laugh at the fact that
the affliction’s acronym literally spells out “SAD” and
Bernard said, “You act like
we didn’t all experience the
same winter.”
While the episode
presented the disorder
in a humorous light, the
fact remains that seasonal
affective disorder is real
and that it’s a threat
to our physical and
mental health that we
shouldn’t underestimate.
According to Mayo
Clinic, symptoms of
seasonal affective disorder
often include fatigue,
increased feelings of
sadness or hopelessness,

loss
of
appetite
and oversleeping.
Often nicknamed “The
Winter Blues,” seasonal
affective disorder can
also lead to a decline in
vitamin D and other
key nutrients.
While the disorder’s
disastrous effects may
not be as visible in
California, they pose
serious health risks to
those living in arctic and
Nordic environments.
In Alaska, residents
often go days without any
sunlight because of the
state’s location in the higher
northern hemisphere.
The lack of sunlight
leads to a steep decline in
vitamin D and calcium.
The Anchorage Daily
News reports that the
nutrient deficiency crisis
has prompted many
Alaskans to buy speciallydesigned lamps that emit
vitamin D along with
increased artificial light.
For many people in
Nordic countries such
as Finland and Norway,
seasonal
affective
disorder is one of the
leading contributors to
suicidal thoughts.
While nations such as
Sweden and Finland rank
relatively low on the list of
the world’s most suicideprone countries, suicide is
among the top five causes
of death in these nations.
Similar to Alaska, Nordic
countries are so far north in
the northern hemisphere
that its residents are also
subject to 18-24 hours
of darkness during the

winter solstice.
TIME reports that
suicides linked to seasonal
affective disorder make
up a large portion of
male suicides in the
Scandinavian Peninsula.
According to the French
news service Agence
France-Presse,
seasonal affective disorder affects 20 percent of Sweden’s population, which
accounts for more than
2 million people.
To combat the epidemic,
“Light
Cafes”
have
popped up all across the
Scandinavian Peninsula in
the past decade. Light Cafes
often provide a sauna-type
space in which clients are
seated in recliners that
receive vitamin-emitting
ultraviolet light that’s
known to improve mood
and regulate sleep patterns.
“Taking actions to be
able to cope better with
the dasrkness is definitely important, but I think a
large part of how Swedes
deal with darkness is also
connected to our attitude
toward it,” Swedish-native
San Jose State University international student
Josefin Stagge said.
“There is a large focus
on the word “cozy” in
Swedish culture especially
when it gets cold and
dark. I believe some of us
re-orient our focus from
feeling sad about missing
long summer days and the
sun to feeling excited about
movie nights, big blankets,
huge amounts of candles,
warm drinks and wool
socks,” Stagge added.
Thankfully,
seasonal
affective disorder is still
one of the most treatable
psychological
disorders
there is.
The National Institute
of Mental Health reports
that seasonal affective
disorder symptoms can
be drastically reduced

with light therapy, doctorprescribed
medication,
exercise and sleeping with
a night light.
As a chronic sufferer of
the disorder myself, I can
laugh at that episode of

“The Office” because SAD
is something I’d rather
laugh at than fear.
Winter is coming, but I,
as well as all my other fellow
SAD survivors, can get
through it because there is
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Fox News pundit challenges Trump
Vicente Vera
STAFF WRITER

Fox News has been
the media safe haven for
President Donald Trump
since he announced
his candidacy.
He has constantly
quoted anchors and political pundits who appeared on the network
and also made himself
widely available to them.
According to CBS
News White House
correspondent
Mark
Knoller, Trump has done
more than 36 interviews
with Fox News since his
inauguration, compared
to six with the New
York Times and zero
with CNN.
Trump further expressed his preference
for Fox News when he
brought out two of its
hosts on stage for his
Nov. 5 rally in Cape
Girardeau, Missouri.
“The one thing that
has made and defined
your presidency more
than anything else is
[that] promises were
made and promises were
kept,” Fox News host
Sean Hannity said.
Though many personalities from the network rode the “Trump
train” since his inauguration, Chris Wallace,
a seasoned television
journalist and host of

“Fox News Sunday,” has
maintained a reputation
of confrontational reporting throughout the
Trump presidency.
After Trump’s summit
in Helsinki with Russian
President Vladimir Putin
on July 16, Wallace was
granted the opportunity
to interview Putin.
The exchange played
out like an interrogation
with Putin’s attempts to
filibuster
side-stepped
by Wallace and his consistent wave of followup questions.
Wallace even tried to
hand Putin a copy of
the indictments filed by
special counsel Robert
Mueller, which implicate
Russian intelligence officials in meddling during
the 2016 United States
presidential elections.
Putin stared at the documents for a few seconds,
then signaled for Wallace
to get them out of his
face. If any working journalist were to successfully
expose the shortcomings
of Trump, they would be
Chris Wallace.
On Nov. 18, “Fox
News Sunday” aired Wallace’s first interview with
Trump and each of his
questions were more
strategic than the ones he
raised to Putin. It was as

if Wallace knew which
questions Trump would
dodge and which ones he
would filibuster.
Trump’s answers illustrated how far he
had fallen into a funk
in the aftermath of the
midterm elections.
Wallace asked Trump
why he considered the
midterm elections a
victory for his agenda
when his political party
lost close to 40 seats in
the House.
“Excuse me, I won the
Senate. You don’t mention that,” Trump said.
“It was, I think they said
88 years.”
Much like in his interview with Putin, Wallace interjected with a
follow-up statement before Trump could finish
his filibuster.
PHOTO COURTESY WIKIMEDIA COMMONS
“But this is a historically big defeat in the House, Journalist Chris Wallace has been hosting “Fox News Sunday” for 15 years.
some would argue a big
thumping and I want have if Fox News chose a
He said, “Look, I do Wallace said. “We’re in
to talk about some the personality such as Sean think some of the cov- solidarity sir.”
Chris Wallace is an
ways in which you lost,” Hannity to orchestrate erage of you sir is bihe said.
ased, but the idea that amazing journalist who
the interview.
Wallace proceeded to
Trump seemed to take you call us the enemy of goes by his own standards and practices, even
point out the many tra- deep personal offense the people.”
ditionally red states and to Wallace’s questions,
Trump was quick to in the face of some of the
cities Democrats flipped especially the ones con- correct and remind Wal- most divisive world leadin the midterm elections cerning his use of the lace that Fox News is not ers in the modern era.
“I view my job as being
and listed various demo- term “fake news.”
the enemy of the people,
graphics that Republi“Chris
you
don’t but rather, the enemy is the cop on the beat,
walking around with a
cans failed to win.
have to sit here and “false reporting.”
A visibly frustrated act like a perfect little–
Though he did not nightstick and trying
Trump simply respond- won d e r f u l – i n n o c e nt specify which networks to keep people honest–
ed, “Are you ready? I angel, I know you too engaged in false report- both Republicans and
Wallace
won the Senate and that’s well and I knew your ing, Wallace listed the Democrats,”
historic too.”
father too well,” Trump publications that Trump said in a Nov. 17
Because Wallace was told Wallace. “That’s not attacked and took a rare interview with Town and
persistent in his search your gene.”
position for a conserva- Country Magazine.
for legitimate answers,
However, Wallace was tive news personality.
Trump was not able not deterred and came
“It doesn’t matter
Follow Vicente on Twitter
to dodge the facts as across as personally of- whether you call me [the
@ VicenteSJSU
smoothly as he might fended himself.
enemy of the people],”

CLASSIFIEDS
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

SUDOKU PUZZLE
Complete the grid so that every row,
column and 3x3 box contains every digit
from 1 to 9 inclusively.

JOKIN’
AROUND
What
does the
Gingerbread
man use to
make his
bed?

Cookie sheets!

SOLUTIONS

ACROSS
1. Not “To”
5. Circle fragments
9. Hood
13. Magma
14. Respond
16. Double-reed woodwind
17. Chilled
18. Radiolocation
19. Kid
20. Small slender gulls
22. Circumference
24. Noxious plant
26. Snouted animal
27. Musical master
30. Faith
33. Envoy
35. Liquor from fermented milk
37. Children’s game
38. Ganders
41. Grippe
42. Fire residues
45. Clairvoyants
48. Mainstay
51. Otalgia
52. Lion sounds
54. Indian dress
55. Athlete

59. Extraordinary
62. Cab
63. Anagram of “Islet”
65. 1/12th of a foot
66. Not closed
67. Move stealthily
68. Beige
69. Twinge
70. Catch a glimpse of
71. Not the original color

DOWN
1. Flutter
2. Dash
3. Obese
4. Insanity
5. Arrive (abbrev.)
6. Harvest
7. Trainee
8. Dung beetle
9. Clique
10. Death notice
11. Awakened
12. Lascivious look
15. Balderdash
21. Collections
23. It comes from cows
25. Haul

27. Anagram of “Meat”
28. Stock
29. Mineral rock
31. Competence
32. Pilfer
34. Yes (slang)
36. Ploy
39. South southeast
40. Nestling hawk
43. Anagram of “Angrier”
44. Smudge
46. Outcropping
47. Beset
49. Persists
50. Shorttail weasel
53. Periods of discounted prices
55. Cease
56. Dad
57. Beasts of burden
58. Half-moon tide
60. Unit of land
61. Boom
64. Wild blue yonder
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Spartans falter late, lose fifth straight
By Hugo Vera
STAFF WRITER

The San Jose State
University men’s basketball
team continued its 2018-19
regular season with a 71-63
loss to Santa Clara University
Saturday night at the
Event Center.
The Spartans and the
Broncos traded a series of
three pointers and layups to
keep the score close in the
first half but weaknesses in
the Spartans’ offense in the
second half contributed to
the Spartans’ 1-5 record.
T h e
BRONCOS
Sp ar t ans’
offense
was off to
a strong
start when
junior
forward
SPARTANS M i c h a e l
Steadman
delivered
a
layup
that was
then followed by two fields goals
from Spartans’ senior center
SARA BIELA | THE SPEAR
Oumar Barry and sophomore guard Noah Baumann Spartans junior forward Craig LeCesne dribbles past Broncos’ freshman forward Keyshawn Justice during the team’s 71-63 loss on Saturday.
to put SJSU up 14-7.
The Bronco offense resus- and sophomore guard Tahj
Steadman and Baumann, well enough, and the numcitated when Santa Clara Eaddy responded with a
the Broncos outlasted SJSU bers are really strange. We
forward Keshawn Justice combined 30 game points in
71-63 to earn their first win didn’t turn it over as much
scored a 3-pointer of his own, the first half, mostly in the
of the season.
as used to and we actualonly to have it answered by paint. Eaddy recorded two
“I didn’t think we contest- ly out-rebounded them
Steadman’s successful field assists in the second quarter
ed as good as we should have. [Santa Clara] by about
goal right after.
No. 2 [Eaddy] got a little hot, 15,” Prioleau said accordas Justice made yet another
“I think I could’ve done a 3-point jump shot midway
we should’ve contained him ing to SJSU Athletics. “We
little bit better in rebound- through the second quarter.
just couldn’t finish around
Michael Steadman a little bit better…we didn’t
junior forward get a lot of mid-ball screens
ing but I felt the flow of the
the basket when had the
A made jump shot from
game was going through Steadman and assist from
and we just have to contest,” chance to.”
me early in the first half,” Spartans’ junior forward action when Barry’s early
The Broncos’ offense Baumann said according to
Follow Hugo on Twitter
Steadman said according Craig LeCesne late in the first third quarter layup was the continued to eat away at SJSU Athletics.
@HugoV_II
to SJSU Athletics. “I think half helped to tie the game followed by a 3-point field the Spartans’ defense when
Despite the frustrating
I did a pretty good job but 35-35. Despite the offensive goal from junior guard Brae Broncos’ sophomore for- result, the game was one of
we didn’t come out with the rally, a layup and subsequent Ivey. Broncos’ senior forward ward Josip Vrankic finished the Spartans’ best in terms
UPCOMING
‘W’ so obviously it wasn’t the free throw made by Eaddy Henrik Jadersten grabbed a fastbreak-dunk followed of offensive individual statisGAME
best job.”
boosted the Broncos to lead four rebounds and went 7-9 by Eaddy driving in the tics, a point that was well-adDespite the Spartans’ at halftime 38-35.
from the field for the game paint for his fifth layup of dressed by head coach
ISU vs. SJSU
first half successes, Broncos’
Jean Prioleau.
The second half yield- and contributed 17 points of the night.
Nov.
28 @ 7 p.m.
freshman guard Trey Wertz ed more Spartan offensive his own.
Despite late jumpers from
“We just did not guard

71
63

I think I could’ve done a little bit better
in rebounding but I felt the flow of the
game was going through me early in
the first half.

SJSU takes down Bakersfield for first win
By Paul Hang
STAFF WRITER

San
Jose
State
University’s women’s basketball team earned its first
victory of the season when
they defeated California
State Bakersfield 82-72 on
Saturday. The win snapped
a three-game losing streak
for the Spartans.
The Spartans opened
up the scoring with a
jump shot made by sophomore forward Mikaylah
Wilson 20 seconds into
the game.
Junior guard Fa-KoF i e m e’a
ROADRUNNERS H a f o k a
m a d e
the first
3-point
field goal
for the
Spartans
SPARTANS
PAUL HANG | SPARTAN DAILY
which
s t a r t - Spartans freshman guard Raziya Potter drives past a Roadrunner defender during the team’s 82-72 win on Saturday.
ed
an
11-4 run point
guard
Danae ing scores back and forth giving the Spartans a throws with 2:52 left in
h e a d i ng Marquez hit a 3-point until the Spartans regained lead heading into the the third quarter.
into the field goal with 3 seconds the lead at 31-27 with second half.
The Spartans managed
first stoppage of play.
left in the first quarter 7:20 left until halftime.
At the start of the third to close out the third
The Spartans had a 14-6 to put SJSU within three However, Roadrunners quarter, the Roadrunners quarter strong and stayed
lead, but the Roadrunners points of Bakersfield. The closed the gap to 31-30 scored the first points of in the lead 54-49 headbegan to gain momentum. first quarter ended with after a 3-point field goal the second half making ing into the final quarter
The Roadrunners went the Roadrunners in the by junior point guard it 40-39. The Spartans of play.
on a 6-0 run of their own lead 24-21.
Dalis Jones.
then went on a 5-0 run
Spartans junior guard
to close the gap to 14-12 in
The Spartans opened
The Spartans then went to make it 45-39 with Analyss Benally made a
favor of the Spartans.
the second quarter scor- on a 9-2 run, increas- 7:29 remaining in the jump shot to put them
The Roadrunners pulled ing, this time with a ing their lead to 40-33 third quarter.
further ahead 56-49.
ahead of the Spartans for 3-point shot made by with a little more than
The Roadrunners were
The Spartans continthe first time in the game freshman guard Raziya 2 minutes to play until able to pull ahead of the ued to show dominance
20-18 with 1:45 left in the Potter to tie the game up halftime.
The
sec- Spartans at 48-47 after on the offensive end and
opening quarter.
at 24.
ond quarter would end Bakersfield senior guard continued to push their
Spartans sophomore
Both teams were trad- 40-37 in favor of SJSU, JJ Johnson split two free lead to 74-59 with 4:20

72
82

left in the game. This was
the Spartans largest lead of
the game.
With only 1:22 left,
the Roadrunners cut the
Spartans lead in half 79-72,
but SJSU would prevail.
The Spartans defeated
Bakersfield 82-72.
“[Fast paced basketball]
actually is our game plan.
We run dribble drive, four
out, one in,” Marquez said.
Sophomore
forward
Cydni Lewis was proud for
the team get their first win
of the season at home.
“I think after three
straight losses … we got
to come back home to get
this win. It’s a really good
feeling,” Lewis said.
Head coach Jamie
Craighead said she believes
the Spartans showed
their
dominance
on
the court.
“I thought that we
won all the little things.
I thought we played better as a team. I thought
that we hustled after loose
balls and gave ourselves a
great chance to win a game
when you have that big of
a leap in the fourth quarter
late,” Craighead said.
Follow Paul on Twitter
@iTz_BisyMon

UPCOMING
GAME
Pacific vs. SJSU
Nov. 29 @ 7 p.m.

